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Avoiding the Chamonix Thade Routes

This article is a sequel to a talk I gave at the Alpine Club Symposium
'Return to the Alps' held at Plas y Brenin in November 1992. My topic
then, as now, was crowd avoidance in the Mont Blanc massif and the pur
suit of mountaineering routes of high quality and accessible grade. Here
I am going to take a potter about the range, restricting myself to the major
peaks and pointing out some little gems of strangely low popularity.

I'll start on Mont Blanc - where else? The Miage face, huge and lonely,
gives a number of good, but serious, routes and is bounded by one classic,
the Tournette Spur (PD) which leads directly to Mont Blanc's summit. It's
1000m long and, with some danger both from stone and serac fall, not to
be underestimated in spite of its lowly grade. You will almost certainly
have this beautiful route all to yourself.

Moving round, we come to the Freney and Brouillard faces which to
many epitomise remoteness and commitment. Only on the Central Pillar
of Freney and perhaps on the Innominata are you likely to see other parties.
For the full experience, approach via the Eccles hut which can be reached
in 7-9 hours from the Val Veni. Having walked up from the valley (over
night is best) one has the great satisfaction of crossing the range under
one's own power. From the Eccles hut, the Brouillard is the more accessible
of these two faces. An early start is essential, since stonefall often rakes
the base of the pillars. The Central Pillar gives splendid rock-climbing on
both the Original (1965 TD+ IEDl) and the more recent Etica Bisbetica (EDl),
whilst on the Red Pillar the Gabarrou/Long Directissima (ED3) looks very,
very good but distinctly testing. On completing these routes, to gain its
full flavour, the Brouillard ridge should be followed to the summit. But
this makes a long day and it's no place to get caught out.

The Freney is a little awkward to reach from the Eccles hut and the
approach can suffer stonefall, but it's well worth the effort. The classic
Central Pillar is the best route here, but sadly often busy. For the honed,
the fori Bardill (ED2/3) offers an excellent alternative, with most people
finding a liberal use of aid essential.

On the right-hand pillar is the fine Gervasutti route (TD+). The approach
is threatened by stonefall but once you are on the pillar the climbing is
very good. Just around the corner from the Freney is perhaps the finest
crag of them all: the Eckpfeiler or Grand Pilier d'Angle. Admittedly I have
something of a soft spot for this crag, but few will disagree that here 'real'
climbing is to be found at its best.
. The Cecchinel/Nomine route and the Dufour/Frlhel might attract a bit of
traffic but you would expect to be alone on the brilliant Bonatti/Gobbi (EDl).
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True it has a little loose rock but that doesn't mean you need to pull on it.
And of course there is the grand prize: Divine Providence (ED3/4). This
has become something of a Brit playground, with three (or four) of the
first dozen ascents, including the first complete winter ascent, being British.
There's life in the old dogs yet. Note I said complete - by that I mean
going over the summit of Mont Blanc. It's what the Grand Pilier routes
are all about. 900m of techno climbing, then 600m of often gnarly snow
leading to the top of Europe's highest mountain.

At this point the mighty Peuterey ridge must be mentioned. Climbed in
its entirety, it's still one of the greats, whilst routes on its component peaks,
particularly the Aiguille Noire, can be distinctly adventurous experiences.
Continuing on, we pass the Brenva face, but I won't dwell on that except
to note that Route Major (TD-) is amongst the less travelled of Rebuffat's
100 Plus Belles Courses. Instead, I'll move on to Mont Maudit's SE face and
the splendid Cretier Direct (TO). Definitely another 'real' route and when
the snow mushrooms are in bloom a rather exciting one. A word about
the routes immediately to the right (including the Polish route). Current
summer conditions seem to leave them increasingly exposed to stonefall,
so be careful. The Kagami Spur (Polish start) is a safer and very good option.

On Mont Maudit's E face the Androsace Pillar is a totally compelling line
with a couple of excellent variations and I can't understand why it is not
climbed more often. If the ED2 grade puts you off, how about the Central
Spur (TD-)? The rock is good but be sure to be on it early.

I'm going to skip past Mont Blanc du Tacul and its satellites on account
of the summer crowds. In a similarly controversial vein, I'll also avoid
the Aiguilles, since they are basically rock climbs. There are exceptions:
Nostradamus (ED2) is a big tick and the new Twight/Parkin (1992), also on
the Pelerins, is certainly not mere rock-climbing - but I can't mention
everything.

And so to the Drus. Firstly, the Petit Dru, where the good routes are
mobbed and the less good are downright dangerous (for most of the
summer I would include the classic N face in the latter category). But
have you considered the Grand Dru? Check out its south side; you might
be both surprised and impressed.

Just next door is the Pic Sans Nom. All the routes on its NW face are
good but pride of place must go to yet another Gabarrou route - the
Directissima, at EC3. It's hard, both on rock and ice, but quite superb and
one of the very best. Dominating the Sans Nom is the Aiguille Verte. Its
Nant Blanc Face Direct (TD), when in condition, is one of the finest mixed
routes around. On the whole the Verte is a very quiet hill. The fact that
getting off can be more nerve-racking than getting up probably has
something to do with it.

On Les Droites the NE Spur Direct (EDl), whilst not being exactly
untravelled, is still a must and a lot quieter than the Walker (and, I think,
better). To the left is the Bergland Pillar (TO) which gives apparently good
rock-climbing and, considering its fine line, this would be an exceedingly
cunning choice for the aspiring TO climber.
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The Courtes is of course very well travelled, but I must point out the NE
spur (D+). It's a wonderful line and remarkably quiet. The rock is a bit
poor at times, but you can't have everything. Challenging at the grade.

And so on to the Grandes Jorasses. The E face is one of the least fre
quented major walls in the range. Its best route is Gervasutti's greatest
creation. At ED2 it was truly ahead of its time. The face is bounded by
two major ridges. The SE or Tronchey (TD) is very long and very much a
wilderness experience and a big undertaking. Shorter, but no give-away,
is the Hirondelles (NE) ridge (D+), better known but still likely to be a
lonely experience. On the wonderful N face, only the Walker and Croz
are busy. In a normal summer, ie with The Shroud out of condition, the
best alternative is probably the Croz Direct (ED2) which is actually much
safer than the Croz, being sheltered from stonefall once the crest of the
spur is reached.

Whilst in the area the Petites Jorasses must be covered. On its W face
the Czech route (TD) gives an excellent and adventurous contrast to the
overused Classic route. No pegs and the odd dubious belay add to the
atmosphere. On the E face there are a number of superb slabby rock climbs,
with the original Bonatti route (TD+) being the best. The S ridge (D-) gives
a lovely climb which, if it were in a more frequented part of the range,
would be mobbed. The same could perhaps be said of the British route (D)
on the W face and SW ridge of the nearby Aiguille de Leschaux. The rock
might occasionally be suspect, but it's a worthwhile route to a rarely visited
summit. Another is the Aiguille de Talefre. The routes on its NW face are
reminiscent of those on the N face of Les Courtes. The Dufour route (TD) is
particularly recommended.

Mont Gruetta, together with its satellite Petit Mont Gruetta, hosts a high
concentration of excellent rock climbs on good granite. Approaches can
be long and complex and as such they are very much mountaineering
routes. On Petit Mont Gruetta, three routes are recommended: the British
(TD), the Barthassat/Emery (TD) and the Grassi/Meneghin (TD-). On Mont
Gruetta itself how about Pilastro del Sorriso (TD) and the E face Original
route (TD+)?

At this point I'll begin to draw to a close, otherwise I might go on for
ever. There are a lot I haven't covered - the Chardonnet, for instance.
Perhaps I should mention its quieter S side where the Capucins Buttress
Direct is the best line. And what about the Petit Clocher du Portalet, a
uniquely impressive bit of rock, and its steep, steep rock climbs? Or the
NNE face on the Aiguille d'Argentiere, or ... But no, I'd best-stop there.

I must finish with a word about objective dangers. I have been careful
to list routes which, unless I've said otherwise, are likely to be relatively
safe. But conditions change, especially in recent years, and so a degree of
judgement must be exercised when going for these less travelled routes;
just the sort of judgement that should be used on any mountain route but
which seems too often forgotten on the over-equipped and over-used trade

. routes. So keep eyes and mind open and enjoy the massif as it was meant
to be enjoyed.
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